
SURPLUS INVENTORY
LNS offers a wide selection of machine tool accessories to enhance turning machine productivity allowing you to achieve 
optimum capacity.  Not only do we offer high quality, leading edge technology products and solutions, we from time-to-
time have surplus inventory at reduced prices.  Each item is new and manufactured for specific machine models.  Surplus 
invenotry is  sold on a first-come, first-serve basis.  For the most current item availability, please contact LNS Turbo at 
704-739-7111 or by email sales@turbosystemsinc.com.

www.LNS-america.com4621 East Tech Drive - Cincinnati - Ohio - 45245
P:  513.528.5674    F:  513.528.5733   E:  sales@LNSamerica.com

Chip Management Systems

USED TURBO HB CHIP CONVEYOR 
SERIAL NUMBER: 392555 -Side Discharge 

Fixed Speed Control
CONVEYOR MODEL: 57508019 
MACHINE MODEL: DMG/Mori Seiki  

NL2500 X 1250

Surplus Inventory 
Surplus Inventory consists of new chip conveyors 
manufactured for specific machine models offered at a 
reduced price.  

A one-year warranty is offered on surplus inventory for 
parts, labor and any defects in the chip conveyor during the 
one-year warranty period.

1-Year Warranty

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION DIMENSION

A BELT WIDTH 12” (300 MM)

B DISCHARGE HEIGHT TO FLOOR 43” (1096 MM)

C HORIZONTAL SECTION LENGTH 109” (2770 MM)

D INCLINE ANGLE 60 Degree

E HORIZONTAL SECTION BELOW FLOOR N/A

F HORIZONTAL SECTION ABOVE FLOOR 10” (256 mm)

G BAFFLE HEIGHT (MAX) 6.45” (164 mm)

H BAFFLE HEIGHT (MIN) 15” (382 mm)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Operating Voltage: 230 Volt, 3 Phase

Spindle HP: 25

Coolant Flow (gpm): 20

Machine Tool (Type & Model): DMG/Mori Seiki NL2500-1250 Y, SY, 
MC, SMC

Our line of hinge belt conveyors meets the performance needs of today’s value-
oriented and high end machine tools. Hinge belt conveyors are the rugged 
workhorse of chip removal and are general purpose conveyors that work with all 
types of chips and materials.

Long conveyor life under extreme load and abrasion conditions can only be 
achieved with proper frame design.  Each frame is designed to withstand the 
torsional forces it will see in tough machining applications.  The steel gage is 
matched to the type of frame. The more chips a machine has the capability to 
produce, the more robust the frame becomes.  Hardened track is used in all high 
wear areas, such as the curves, to provide long conveyor life.  All curves and tails 
are smoothly transitioned so chips have no areas to accumulate. 

Conveyors work in a tough environment. For over 3 decades, we have learned the 
best ways  to  design  conveyors for dependable, trouble-free operation.  Each belt 
has a minimum of 2 wiper cleats that clean chips that have washed into the inside 
of the conveyor frame. Because all conveyor transitions use a smooth radius, 
these wipers do an excellent job of keeping the frame free of chips reducing the 
risk of a belt jams. All belt rollers and pins are hardened for durability. 

Conveyors are applied to continually remove chips in machine tools, including 
applications where unattended operation is required.  The ball detent clutch 
system is a major design feature. It will free all minor belt jams without operator or 
maintenance intervention.  The clutch is designed to release when the belt jams 
then re-engage to provide torque to free the belt. Additionally, in a major jam, the 
clutch provides a loud popping noise to indicate the conveyor needs attention.


